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Abstract

Boundary-layer transition has been expected to be an important contributor to sensor flow-induced self-noise. The

pressure fluctuations caused by this spatially bounded, and intermittent, phenomenon encompass a very wide range of

wavenumbers and temporal frequencies. Here, we analyze the wavevector–frequency spectrum of the wall pressure

fluctuations due to subsonic boundary-layer transition as it occurs on a flat plate under zero-pressure gradient conditions.

Based on previous measurements of the statistics of the boundary-layer intermittency, it is found that transition induces

higher low-streamwise wavenumber wall pressure levels than does a fully developed turbulent boundary layer that might

superficially exist at the same location and at the same Reynolds number. The transition zone spanwise wavenumber

pressure components are virtually unchanged from the fully developed turbulent boundary-layer case. The results suggest

that transition may be more effective than the fully developed turbulent boundary layer in forcing structural excitation at

low Mach numbers, and it may have a more intense radiated noise contribution. This may help explain increases in

measured sensor self-noise when the sensors are placed near the transition zone. We believe, based on the presented

analytical calculation and numerical simulation, that the rapid growth and subsequent decay of turbulent spots in the

intermittent transition zone causes the higher low-(streamwise) wavenumber spectra.

r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Background

Acoustic sensors that are placed flush to the surface of a vehicle are typically used to measure acoustic
energy originating from some distant source, such as in sonar applications. If those sensors are placed under
the turbulent boundary layer of the vehicle, formed because the vehicle is moving through the medium at some
substantial mean speed, UN, then the effectiveness of the sensors in capturing the acoustic signals of interest is
seriously diminished due to flow-induced sensor self-noise. This self-noise depends strongly on the speed of the
vehicle, on whether the turbulent boundary layer is developing in a zero, favorable, or adverse static pressure
gradient, and on the proximity of the sensors relative to the beginning and ends of the turbulent boundary
layer. If placed near the end of the turbulent boundary layer, the resulting sensor self-noise will have
ee front matter r 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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significant additional contributions due to trailing edge noise mechanisms including possible local flow
separation. If the sensors are situated near the beginning of turbulent flow, the laminar-to-turbulent transition
zone noise mechanisms contribute. The wall pressure fluctuations generated by turbulent boundary layer,
transition zones, separated flows, and edge flows are stochastic fields that have spectral characteristics rich in
both frequency and wavenumber content. Wall pressure fluctuations can couple efficiently to the structural
modes of the vehicle supporting these flows if the structural modal frequencies and flexural wavenumbers
correspond to those of the pressure fluctuations. This adds additional energy to the sensor self-noise spectrum,
and also to the radiated noise levels of the vehicle as a whole.

For undersea applications, where the structures are thick and massive, and the mean flow Mach numbers
are very low, this coupling occurs predominantly in the so-called low-wavenumber regime. At a particular
radian frequency, say o0, the majority of the turbulent spectral energy occurs near the convective
wavenumber, kc�o0/uc, where uc is the convection speed of turbulent eddies in the boundary layer, typically
�0.7UN. The acoustic radiation from the turbulence occurs only at sonic and supersonic wavenumbers,
kpko, where ko ¼ o0/co with co being the sound speed. Clearly, ko/kc ¼Mc, the convective Mach number. In
underwater situations, say UN�15m/s, Mc�10

�2. Two orders of magnitude separate these two important
wavenumbers; this range is the low-wavenumber regime. Now if o0 corresponds to a resonant frequency of the
vehicle skin, and the wavelength of the corresponding flexural mode is lp, then the structural wavenumber at
this frequency is 2p/lp. These wavenumbers invariably reside in the low-wavenumber regime, and it is for this
and related reasons, why considerable contemporary research has focused on understanding the low-
wavenumber wall pressure fluctuations induced by turbulent boundary layers and related flows. The reader is
referred to the books by Howe [1] and Blake [2] for a complete treatment of the issues for zero-pressure
gradient turbulent boundary layers, separated, and edge flows. Farabee [3] provides additional comprehensive
information on the wall pressure statistics associated with non-equilibrium turbulent boundary layers, while
Lauchle [4] reviews the hydroacoustics of boundary-layer transition.

The objective of the work described in this paper is to analyze the wavenumber–frequency characteristics of
the wall pressure fluctuations induced by the laminar-to-turbulent transition region on a rigid flat surface
under zero-pressure gradient, and very low, subsonic Mach number conditions. We are particularly interested
in the low-wavenumber wall pressure components generated by transition, and how they compare to those of
the turbulent boundary layer. This analysis provides new information that supports the notion that transition
is an important source of both radiated and self-noise for non-rigid vehicles supporting transition in the
forward nose region.

2. The transition process

The transition of a laminar boundary layer into a turbulent one is characterized by the breakdown of
hairpin vortices into spots of turbulence that are formed randomly in space and time. The spots grow as they
convect, and they eventually coalesce to form the turbulent boundary layer. Fig. 1 shows a flow visualization
of this process for an axisymmetric body [5].
Fig. 1. Visualization of the transition process on an axisymmetric body operating underwater [5].
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Following the notations of Dhawan and Narasimha [6] the streamwise distance between the point
(at x1 ¼ xo) in the laminar layer where spots first occur and the beginning of the turbulent boundary layer is
called the transition length, Dx. The transition region (or zone) is the area covered by turbulent spots,
e.g., L3 Dx, where L3 is the spanwise extent of spot existence. A small pressure transducer located within the
transition region generates a signal, ptrans(x1, x3, t), that is intermittent—a signal that signifies laminar flow
behavior at some instants of time, and turbulent flow behavior at all other instants. The percentage of time
that the flow is turbulent at some given in-plane location (x1, x3) within the transition region, as determined
from a time average of the intermittent signal, is called the intermittency factor, g(x1, x3). The intermittent
pressure (or velocity or wall shear stress) signal measured in the transition zone can be conditioned
electronically [7] to form the intermittency indicator function, I(x1, x3, t). The indicator function is a zero–one
function; zero when the flow is laminar, and one when the flow is turbulent. Clearly, the time average of
I(x1, x3, t) is g(x1, x3). The burst rate, N(x1, x3) is the average number of turbulent spots per unit time that pass
the given in-plane location. Fig. 2 schematically illustrates these concepts for a given spanwise position,
x3 ¼ constant.

2.1. Intermittency statistics for boundary-layer transition

Josserand and Lauchle [8] measured the space–time correlation functions of I(x1, x3, t) as it occurs naturally
in a zero-pressure gradient, flat plate boundary-layer transition zone. They also derived empirical models to
describe these correlation functions. If the plate can be considered as infinite in the transverse direction, it is
reasonable to let statistical averages of I(x1, x3, t) be independent of x3; however, they are non-homogeneous
in the x1 direction. The definitions of coordinate symbols [8] to be used here are given in Fig. 3.

The time-average value of the intermittency indicator function is the intermittency factor defined as

gðx1Þ ¼ lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

Iðx1;x3; tÞdt: (1)

Josserand and Lauchle [8] investigated the intermittency factor and described the experimental results as

gðz1Þ ¼ 1� eðC3þC4z1Þz
2
1 , (2)

where z1 ¼ (x1�xo)/Dx�Z1/Dx, and C3 and C4 are, respectively, 1.0 and 3.4.
Fig. 2. Intermittency indicator function, I(x1,t), the burst rate, N(x1), and the intermittency factor, g(x1) for some fixed spanwise location

in the transition region.
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Fig. 3. Definition of coordinates.
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Another important statistical property of the intermittency is the spot rate N(x1). It is described as the mean
number of spots that occur at a given streamwise point per unit time. As like the intermittency factor, it is
assumed independent of x3. The non-dimensionalization of the spot rate was first suggested by Farabee et al.
[9] and later modified by Gedney and Leehey [10], i.e.,

Nnðz1Þ ¼ 0:420
Dx

U1

� �
Nðz1Þ. (3)

Josserand and Lauchle [8] also found that their experimental data is well described by the Dirac line source
hypothesis [10]:

Nn z1ð Þ ¼ C5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� gÞ ln

1

1� g

� �s
(4)

with C5 ¼ 2.38UN/Dx.
The indicator function process is assumed to be independent of that governing the velocity or pressure

fluctuations within a single turbulent patch. It is further assumed that the statistics within the patch or spot of
turbulence is analogous to that under the fully developed turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, the wall
pressure correlation function during transition is modeled as the product of the correlation function of the
indicator function, RI with that of the turbulent boundary layer, RTurb:

hpI ðZ1; Z3; tÞpI ðZ1 þ x1; Z3 þ x3; tþ tÞi ¼ RI ðZ1; x1; x3; tÞRTurbðx1; x3; tÞ. (5)

An empirical model [8] to describe the indicator correlation function is

RrsðZ1; x1; x3; tÞ ¼ gugd þ guð1� gdÞ exp �5 4þ 200 t�
x1
Uc

����
����

� �
t�

x1
U

����
����

� �

� exp 20
jL1j

0:014þ jL1j
t�

x1
U

����
����

� �
exp � 15:75Dx�

1260 t� x1=U
�� ��

1þ 71jL3j

����
���� jL3j

1þ 14:2jL1j

� �

� exp �
AjL1j

0:0014þ jL1j

1

1þ 1300 t� x1=Uc

�� ��
 !

. (6)

Here, subscript u refers to the upstream sensor location and d to the downstream sensor location. For an
upstream reference location, gu ¼ g(Z1) and gd ¼ g(Z1+x1). These are reversed for a reference location that is
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downstream of the second sensor. The other symbols in this equation are L1 (L3) ¼ x1 (x3)/Dx and
A ¼ �ln[1�exp(�4.27/Dx)] with Dx in meters.

3. The wavevector–frequency spectrum for boundary-layer transition wall pressure fluctuations

Wavevector spectrum analysis is a very powerful tool to identify the characteristics of the signal for a
homogeneous field signal. For the infinitely wide plate, the transition zone statistics can be assumed to be
homogeneous in the spanwise direction. But by its very nature, boundary-layer transition has statistics that are
inhomogeneous in the streamwise direction. This is because the statistically averaged flow variables change
from those of a laminar state to those of a turbulent one. This stochastic process is described formally as one
that is weakly non-homogeneous. Analogously to time–frequency analysis for a weakly non-stationary
temporal process, where waterfall analysis may be utilized, wavevector–frequency spectral analysis
(with varying reference position) may be used in the weakly non-homogeneous process. Such analysis can
capture the wavenumber and frequency spectral changes throughout the field.

3.1. Implementation

The wall pressure wavevector–frequency spectrum for the transition zone wall pressure fluctuations can be
calculated directly from Eq. (5) by Fourier transforming over both space and time. In particular, we find

FTran
rs ðZ; k1; k3;oÞ ¼ FI

rsðZ; k1; k3;oÞnFTurb
rs ðk1; k3;oÞ. (7)

The asterisk symbol indicates convolution of the transition zone intermittency indicator function spectrum
with that of a fully developed turbulent boundary layer. Subscript r refers to the reference sensor and s to the
second sensor. Each time–space correlation function and wavenumber–frequency spectrum pair is related as

FðZ; k1; k3;oÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ3

Z þ1
�1

Z þ1
�1

Z þ1
�1

RðZ; x1; x3;oÞe
�iðk1x1þk3x3�otÞ dx1 dx3 dt: (8)

The turbulent boundary-layer wavevector–frequency spectrum is relatively well known and can be obtained
from many different sources in the contemporary literature. We use the Corcos [11] model because of its
simplicity and ease of implementation. To calculate the wall pressure wavevector–frequency spectrum in the
transition zone from Eq. (7), we need to first substitute Eq. (6) into Eq. (8) and evaluate the transform.

3.2. Indicator function wavevector– frequency spectrum

The dual relationship between the space–time correlation function and the wavevector-frequency spectrum
is the three-dimensional Fourier transform given by Eq. (8). In this research, numerical processing is
performed spanwise and streamwise, separately. Therefore, only two-dimensional (2-D) Fourier transforms
are required (one in space and one in time), which leads to two separate wavenumber–frequency spectra.
For the streamwise direction, we have

FðZ; k1;oÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ2

Z þ1
�1

Z þ1
�1

RðZ; x1; 0; tÞe
�iðk1x1�otÞ dx1 dt (9)

and for the spanwise direction:

FðZ; k3;oÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ2

Z þ1
�1

Z þ1
�1

RðZ; 0; x3; tÞe
�iðk3x3�otÞ dx3 dt. (10)

Accurate numerical evaluation of these transforms requires that the limits of integration be truncated to
finite values, and that the sampling functions are chosen to prevent aliasing in both the frequency and
wavenumber domains. Because the space–time correlation functions are developed from experimental data [8]
collected in air over a given finite area of a test plate, the spatial limits and increments are chosen to
correspond to those of the experimental transducer array. That is, Dx1 ¼ Dx3 ¼ 2.54 cm. These uniform spatial
sampling increments result in un-aliased wavenumber spectra [12,13] for k1(k3) ¼ p/Dx1(Dx3), i.e.,
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|k1, k3| ¼ 123 rad/m. In accordance to the experimental array size, 41 spatial samples are chosen in the stream
and spanwise directions. The temporal sampling frequency is set at 250Hz, which results in un-aliased
frequency domain spectra for fo125Hz; the frequency selected in Ref. [8].

The correlation values computed from Eq. (6) must approach zero smoothly as the limits of integration are
exceeded. This is accomplished by windowing. In the transformed domains, the selected window function
should have low sidelobes in order to minimize sidelobe leakage into the spectral results that can distort the
true wavenumber content of the pressure fluctuations. This can be accomplished with many window functions,
but at the cost of broadening the mainlobe. This diminishes the spectral resolution. Because this research
involves the pressure field of an intermittent turbulent layer, known to contain broadband energy levels, but
concentrated in specific regions of the wavenumber–frequency domain, the resolution issue is deemed less
important than the sidelobe leakage problem. Therefore, a Taylor weighting function [12,14] was used, for
both the spatial and temporal windows. This weighting function is

wðpÞ ¼
1

2p
F ð0Þ þ 2

X̄n�1
m¼1

F ðmÞ cosðmpÞ

( )
; jpjpp,

F ðmÞ ¼
Ȳn�1
n¼1

1�m2=s2ðA2 þ ðn� 1=2Þ2Þ

1�m2=n2

sinðpmÞ

pm

� 	
,

s ¼
n̄ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2 þ n̄� 1
2


 �2q ; A ¼
1

p
ln Rþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � 1

p� 
; R ¼ 10jSj=20. (11)

Taylor weighting is known to make the first few sidelobes near the mainlobe nearly flat [14]. The parameter
S controls the sidelobe level in dB, and the parameter n controls the number of the nulls. We choose S ¼ 60 dB
and n̄ ¼ 2.

The windowing operation effectively suppresses sidelobe leakage, but it also introduces the unavoidable
effect of spectral amplitude reduction. A window calibration factor is thus used to preserve the original power
of the signal. This is explained qualitatively as follows. If both the reference and second probe are located
under the turbulent boundary layer, then the indicator function is unity and the 2-D Fourier transform of this
function would be a product of two unit delta functions. When convolved with the turbulent boundary-layer
spectrum, according to Eq. (7), we obtain the desired result: the wavevector–frequency spectrum of the
turbulent boundary-layer wall pressure fluctuations. But, if we perform this process with a window, the 2-D
Fourier transform of the windowed indicator function mimics a pair of delta functions, but they have
magnitudes greater than unity (by about 1.4%). Consequently, the convolution results in a magnitude error
for the turbulent boundary-layer spectrum. A narrowband window calibration factor is thus required to
compensate for this effect. This factor is calculated in the wavenumber–frequency domain to preserve the
overall magnitude of the original signal. First, a 2-D FFT is performed on the Taylor window function, and
the power sum of the values in each wavenumber (or frequency) bin is compared with the 2-D FFT for a
uniform function of unit amplitude. The ratio of these two computations is then multiplied, bin-by-bin, with
the required 2-D FFTs calculated using the window.

3.3. Transition zone wall pressure spectrum

The wavenumber–frequency spectrum of the wall pressure fluctuations under the transition zone is
calculated from the convolution described by Eq. (7), using the Taylor windowed spectrum of the indicator
function. In the streamwise direction, we have

FTran
rs ðZ; k1;oÞ ¼ FI ðZ; k1;oÞnFTurbðk1;oÞ (12)

and for the spanwise direction:

FTran
rs ðZ; k3;oÞ ¼ FI ðZ; k3;oÞnFTurbðk3;oÞ, (13)
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where the F1,2 spectra are computed using the procedures of Section II-B. The Corcos [11] models for the
turbulent boundary-layer wall pressure wavenumber–frequency spectra are:

FTurbðk1;oÞ ¼
l1

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FðoÞ

p
1þ l21ðk1 � kcÞ

2

 !
; FTurbðk3;oÞ ¼

l3

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FðoÞ

p
1þ l23k

2
3

 !
, (14)

where F(o) is the point wall pressure spectrum, and the correlation lengths are:

l1 ¼
uc

�1o
; l3 ¼

uc

o
. (15)

Here, e1 ¼ 0.17 and convective wavenumber kc ¼ o=uc ¼ 1=l1�1.
4. Results

Calculations are performed in MATLABs, where the 2-D FFT and convolution operations are functions
provided in this software package. Fig. 4 shows the streamwise space–time correlation function of the
indicator function calculated using Eq. (6) and x3 ¼ 0. These correlations are shown for four (4) reference
positions within 0.2pz1p0.9. The temporal variable ranges from �1 to 1 s with a time increment of 4 ms, and
the spatial variable ranges from 0.508m upstream to 0.508m downstream in 2.54 cm increments. This range
encompasses the entire transition zone measured by Josserand and Lauchle [8] at a free-stream velocity of
11.77m/s (in air). The angled highlight in the center of the plots is indicative of the turbulent spots being
Fig. 4. Calculated streamwise space–time correlation functions for transition zone intermittency function, RI(Z1,x1,0,t) with 0.2pz1p0.9.

x1 is distance from the reference in streamwise direction. Dx is the length of the transition zone.
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convected at a speed slightly smaller than the free-stream velocity. This is not a pure line, but is smeared
because not all spots travel at the same speed. Furthermore, the respective leading and trailing edges of the
spots also travel at different speeds. At large delay times the correlation function approaches (grgs)

1/2, so the
color contrast of the plots at the upper and lower borders follow the same functional behavior as gs through
the range of x1, weighted by the value of gr. This is further indicated by the plots becoming lighter as we
progress from z1�0 to z1�1.

At each reference position, the wavenumber–frequency spectrum is calculated, Fig. 5. For a reference
position that is 30% into the transition zone, Fig. 5(a) shows the correlation function for the indicator
function, and Fig. 5(b) shows the streamwise wavenumber–frequency transformation of this function with no
windowing operation performed. The space–time characteristics of the Taylor window function, Eq. (11), are
shown in Fig. 5(c). Now when this window function is multiplied by the indicator correlation function, a
windowed indicator correlation function is created as shown in Fig. 5(d). The streamwise wavenumber–
frequency spectrum of this windowed indicator function is shown in Fig. 5(e). The suppression of sidelobe
leakage, in both frequency and wavenumber, through use of the window function is clearly observed when
comparing Fig. 5(b–e).

In Fig. 6 we compare the wavevector–frequency spectra for the fully developed turbulent boundary layer
with that of the transition zone at a reference location 30% into the zone. The flow conditions are assumed
identical for each of these calculations, the levels are normalized by F(o), so the spectrum levels presented here
have the units of meters per radian. Eq. (14) is used for Fig. 6(a and c), while Eqs. (12) and (13) are used for
Fig. 5. Processing steps for calculating the streamwise wavenumber–frequency spectrum (for z1 ¼ 0.3); (a) space–time correlation function

for the indicator function; (b) 2-D FFT of correlation shown in (a); (c) the Taylor weighting function; (d) correlation function for the

indicator function after application of the Taylor window; (e) streamwise wavenumber–frequency spectrum of the indicator function after

the necessary windowing operation. x1 is distance from the reference in streamwise direction. Dx is the length of the transition zone.
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Fig. 6. Turbulent boundary-layer wall pressure wavevector–frequency spectrum [11] compared to that under a transitional boundary layer

on a flat plate operating at zero incidence in air at 11.77m/s: (a) k1�o spectrum of the turbulent boundary layer; (b) k1�o spectrum for

transition; (c) k3�o spectrum of the turbulent boundary layer; (d) k3�o spectrum for transition.
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Fig. 6(b and d), respectively. The Taylor window is applied throughout. There is apparently higher low-
wavenumber energy created in the transition zone than in the turbulent boundary layer as indicated by lighter
highlights along the convective ridge in the o�k1 plots. This feature can be visualized easier by cross-plotting
the spectrum level at constant frequency with wavenumber.

Fig. 7 shows the non-dimensional k1�o spectra for both the turbulent boundary layer and the transition
zone at various reference locations, and for four (4) discrete frequencies [the spectrum level is normalized with
F(o)/kc]. As the reference position moves downstream, the low k1-wavenumber spectral content increases
over that of the turbulent boundary layer. This effect is observed for all of the considered frequencies, but it is
especially noticeable at the lower frequencies.

In Fig. 8, we show the spanwise wavenumber spectra at the four (4) constant frequencies in the same format
as Fig. 7. Clearly, the transition zone wall pressure k3�o spectrum is virtually identical to that of the fully
developed turbulent boundary layer for z1 ¼ 0.9. For smaller values of z1, the transition zone spectral levels
decrease in proportion to the intermittency factor.

5. Discussion

In the context of boundary-layer transition, intermittency means fluctuation between a laminar state and a
turbulent one. In a fully developed turbulent boundary layer, high-pressure fluctuations are believed to be
caused by the formation and decay of coherent structures. Conceptually, the magnitude of a pressure
fluctuation between a laminar state and a turbulent one (as in transition) is expected to be significantly larger
than the magnitude of a fluctuation between a coherent burst within a turbulent boundary layer and the
surrounding turbulent flow. That is, the growth and decay of coherent structures within a turbulent boundary
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Fig. 7. Non-dimensional k1-o spectra at various frequencies, and for 0.1pz1p0.9; (v ) z1 ¼ 0.1, (n) z1 ¼ 0.2, (,) z1 ¼ 0.3, (}) z1 ¼ 0.4,

(&) z1 ¼ 0.5, (�) z1 ¼ 0.6, (+) z1 ¼ 0.7, (� ) z1 ¼ 0.8, (�) z1 ¼ 0.9, and K indicates the turbulent boundary-layer wavenumber spectrum

[11]; P is power spectral density (normalized with point wall pressure spectra), k1 is streamwise wavenumber and kc is convective

wavenumber; frequencies (a) 25Hz; (b) 50Hz; (c) 75Hz; (d) 100Hz.
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layer will not produce pressure fluctuations of comparable magnitude to those produced by the growth and
decay of turbulent spots within a laminar boundary layer. The reason is that the pressure fluctuation in the
laminar state is essentially zero, while there is always a residual (greater than zero) pressure fluctuation in a
turbulent boundary layer at those locations not occupied by a coherent structure. So, within the transition
zone, we might expect higher wall pressure fluctuation levels. The k1�o spectra of the transition zone wall
pressure fluctuations presented here indicate that the low-wavenumber components are higher than those of a
turbulent boundary layer that might exist superficially at the same location and Reynolds number. The
increase occurs when z1 ¼ 0.5 which happens to correspond to the peak in the burst rate distribution [N(x1),
Eq. (4)]. The peak in the burst rate would imply a more energetic state, of higher intermittency, and hence, of
higher level low-wavenumber pressure fluctuation. This effect is not only borne out by the calculations
presented here, but also by the experimental results of Audet et al. [15] and Dufourcq [16]. They measured the
local rms wall pressure fluctuations under a flat plate boundary-layer transition zone, as a function of
streamwise position. They found a high-level peak in the pressure fluctuation at approximately 50% into the
transition zone (z1 ¼ 0.5).

A new explanation for why boundary-layer transition intermittency and discontinuous turbulence may give
rise to low wavenumber energy and sound radiation is given by Sandham et al. [17]. They consider the
radiation from exponentially growing and decaying subsonic traveling waves. Although their primary interest
is in the radiation from subsonic jets, they mention that their model may also be applicable to boundary-layer
transition. We will presently demonstrate their approach using numerical simulations of both the turbulent
boundary-layer and transition zone wall pressure fluctuations.
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Fig. 8. Spanwise non-dimensional k3�o spectra at various frequencies for 0.1pz1p0.9; (v ) z1 ¼ 0.1, (n) z1 ¼ 0.2, (,) z1 ¼ 0.3, (})

z1 ¼ 0.4, (&) z1 ¼ 0.5, (�) z1 ¼ 0.6, (+) z1 ¼ 0.7, (� ) z1 ¼ 0.8, (�) z1 ¼ 0.9, and K indicates the turbulent boundary-layer wavenumber

spectrum [11]; P is power spectral density (normalized with point wall pressure spectra) and k3 is spanwise wavenumber; (a) 25Hz; (b)

50Hz; (c) 75Hz; (d) 100Hz.
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5.1. Semi-mathematical model of the wall pressure spectrum inside of the transition region

We consider a wavenumber white wall pressure disturbances transported in the x-direction at convection
velocity Uc:

pðx; tÞ ¼
X

K

AðkÞeikðx�UctÞ. (16)

The 2-D Fourier transform of Eq. (16) gives

pðk;oÞ ¼
ZZ X

K

AðkÞeikðx�UctÞeioteikx dtdx ¼ AðkÞdðkuc � oÞ. (17)

When the growth (or decay) function, G(t), of Sandham et al. [17] is applied to Eq. (16), we have a
simulation of transition, e.g.,

pðx; tÞ ¼
X

k

AðkÞeikðx�UctÞGðtÞ. (18)

Fourier transform of Eq. (18) results in

pðk;oÞ ¼ AðkÞ

Z
GðtÞeiðo�kUcÞt dt. (19)
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The integral is not the same as d (o�kUc), because of the function G(t). Consider a Gaussian function for
G(t), which is a good representation for a growing and decaying field:

GðtÞ ¼ e�at2 . (20)

The Fourier transform can be expressed as

pðk;oÞ ¼ AðkÞ

Z
e�at2e�iðkUc�oÞt dt ¼ AðkÞ

ffiffiffi
p
a

r
e�p

2ðkuc�oÞ
2=a. (21)

The above result shows that the wavenumber component at k ¼ kc ¼ o=Uc spreads to the neighbor
wavenumber components, as suggested in Fig. 7 for boundary-layer transition.

Eqs. (16)–(21) are now used for the simulation of turbulent flow on the flat plate, and the wavenumber
spreading effect in a transition region. We consider the case of multiple disturbances growing and decaying
while being transported by the mean flow. Eq. (16) for a turbulent boundary layer is represented by

pðx; tÞ ¼
X

k

AðkÞeikðx�UctÞþyk , (22)

where the phase differences, yk, between the wavenumber components is a uniformly distributed random
variable. Fig. 9 shows the waterfall plot of this pressure field. The wavenumber–frequency analysis of this field
is shown at Fig. 10. Distinct peaks at the wavenumber k ¼ o=Uc are clearly seen, as expected.

A simulated transition region wall pressure field is described by

ptranðx; tÞ ¼ Gðt;xÞ
X

k

AðkÞ eikðx�UctÞþyk . (23)

The growth and decay function is composed of a series of exponential functions which are randomly spaced
in time to simulate the random creation of the spots. The function G(t, x) indicates the turbidity of the flow
with values that range between 0 and 1 (this function is not to be confused with the indicator function of
Fig. 9. Waterfall plot of the simulated wall pressure field under a turbulent boundary layer with mean convection velocity Uc.
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Fig. 10. Wavenumber–frequency spectrum for the simulated wall pressure field under a turbulent boundary layer with mean convection

velocity Uc.

Fig. 11. Growth and decay function G(t, x), where x is streamwise coordinate inside of the transition zone.

S. Park, G.C. Lauchle / Journal of Sound and Vibration 319 (2009) 1067–1082 1079
Section I, which is a discrete function). It is numerically calculated as follows: at the beginning of the transition
zone (x ¼ x0), a turbulent pressure disturbance is created at time t0. This pressure disturbance is transported
downstream while it grows and decays. At some small distance into the transition zone (x ¼ x1), additional
pressure disturbances are also created. The rate of pressure disturbances creation increases with x within the
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Fig. 12. Waterfall plot of the simulated wall pressure field under a transition zone.

Fig. 13. (a) Wavenumber–frequency spectral analysis for the simulated wall pressure field under a transition zone. (b) Wavenumber

spectrum of the transition zone compared to that of the turbulent boundary layer for 100Hz. (____) Fully turbulent region; (- - - - - -)

transition region.
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zone. Three parameters control the function G(t, x): the rate of turbulent pressure disturbance creation,
the convection velocity, and the growth/decay function for turbulent pressure disturbances.

The growth function for each individual disturbance follows the form used by Sandham et al. [17]:

ln A ¼

s0D
2
þ s0t for to� D

�
s0t2

2D
for � DotoD

s0D
2
� s0t for t4D

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

. (24)

Fig. 11 shows the simulated growth and decay function G(t, x) in the transition region. This function is
applied to the fully turbulent wall pressure field to simulate the wall pressure field in the transition zone.
Fig. 12 shows the simulated pressure field in the transition zone. The wavenumber–frequency spectrum is
shown in Fig. 13(a). Just as in Fig. 6, the convective wavenumber peaks are spread to the neighboring
wavenumbers. Fig. 13(b) shows the wavenumber comparison between the fully turbulent region and transition
region at a constant frequency. This comparison is analogous to that of Fig. 7.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have used experimentally determined space–time correlations for the intermittency function
[8] that describe the growth and coalescence of turbulent spots in a naturally occurring subsonic boundary-
layer transition zone to model the wavevector–frequency spectrum of the transition zone wall pressure
fluctuations. The model assumes that the space–time characteristics of the wall pressure fluctuations within
individual spots follow the Corcos [11] model for pressure fluctuations under a fully developed turbulent
boundary layer, and that this process is statistically independent of the indicator function process. The
wavevector–frequency spectrum of the transition zone wall pressure fluctuations is thus the convolution of the
wavevector–frequency spectrum of the intermittency function with that of the turbulent boundary-layer wall
pressure fluctuations.

We have also simulated numerically the transition zone wall pressure field using a recently developed model for
sound radiation from exponentially growing and decaying subsonic wave fields [17]. It is assumed that the growing
and decaying wave fields are wavenumber white. The resulting computations of the wavenumber–frequency
spectra agree quite favorably with those of the correlation function model. Furthermore, for a presumed transition
zone and fully developed turbulent boundary layer at the same location and Reynolds number, we conclude:
(1)
 At a fixed frequency, the low-streamwise wavenumber wall pressure components under transition are
larger than those under the turbulent boundary layer for transition zone statistical reference locations
X0.5Dx, where Dx is the transition length. This may be due to the fact that the spot formation rate
(frequency of occurrence) peaks near 0.5Dx.
(2)
 At the same fixed frequencies, the spanwise wavenumber wall pressure components are less than or equal
to those of the turbulent boundary layer, depending on the reference location.
(3)
 The engineering relevance of these findings is that the wall pressure fluctuations induced by transitional
boundary layers may act as efficient forcing functions to real structures that support resonant frequencies
and flexural wavenumbers that fall within the low-wavenumber region of the subject calculations. The
directly radiated sound from the transition zone may also be greater than that of a turbulent boundary layer
of equal area. The fluid–structure coupling and direct radiation from transition could result in increased
structural vibration, far-field radiation, and sensor self-noise, for sensors mounted in the structure.
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